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modal volume, with sub-wavelength cavities necessary to exceed
conventional laser speeds.
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1. Introduction
Semiconductor nanocavities are of interest for their potential as threshold-less lasers and highspeed modulated sources. Typical light-emitting devices (LEDs) rely on the spontaneous
emission (SpE) of a gain material as the primary light source (Fig. 1(a)). The modulation
speed of such a device is limited by the rate of SpE in the bulk material: usually < 1 GHz. A
laser places this gain material into a cavity, thus allowing optical feedback and a build-up of
photons (Fig. 1(b)). This allows stimulated emission (StE) to dominate. Hence, the
modulation speed of lasers is determined by the rate of StE, whose ultimate speed has been
found to be limited by gain compression [1], on the order of 10’s of GHz. The nanocavity
light-emitting device (nLED) is an optical gain material placed in a sub-wavelength cavity
(Fig 1c). It utilizes the small cavity size to enhance the rate of spontaneous emission [2],
allowing faster modulation speeds than typical LEDs. The nLED differs from a nanocavity
laser in that the cavity is designed specifically for enhanced spontaneous emission, rather than
stimulated emission. In this respect, a much lower cavity quality factor (Q) can be
implemented, since cavity losses need not be compensated by gain. In a conventional laser,
SpE is typically much smaller than StE. By confining the gain in a nano-scale cavity, the
Purcell-enhanced spontaneous emission rate can exceed the stimulated emission rate and
potentially enable modulation speeds greatly surpassing that of any, including nanocavity,
semiconductor lasers.

a

b

c

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of different optical emitters: (a) LED (b) laser (c) cavity-enhanced
LED.
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E.M. Purcell showed that the rate of spontaneous emission in a cavity can be enhanced by
a factor F, which is proportional to Q/Vn [2]:

F=

6 Q
,
π 2 Vn

(1)

where Vn is the effective modal volume (Veff) in units of cubic half-wavelengths: Vn = Veff
/(λ0/2n)3, where λ0 is the modal wavelength, and n is the effective index of the cavity mode.
Hence, a large Q and small modal volume are desired for large SpE rates. However, an
extremely high Q will increase the photon lifetime, leading to slow photon decay times and
poor modulation speeds. Therefore, in order to increase the SpE rate to surpass the StE rate
typically found in high-speed lasers, a balance must be struck between SpE and photon decay
times: moderate Q’s (< 1000) and modal volumes much less than a cubic half-wavelength are
necessary. Current optical cavity designs, such as microdisks [3, 4] and photonic crystals [5,
6], however, cannot achieve cavity volumes below a half-wavelength in each dimension. For
example, the smallest demonstrated photonic crystal cavity volume [6] is Vn = 1.2.
Fortunately, sub-wavelength volumes may be possible by designing plasmonic cavities whose
operating frequency lies close to the plasmon resonance [7-10]. Hence, the plasmonic effect
enables optical cavities that can potentially achieve SpE rates faster than the StE rates of
nanocavity and conventional lasers alike.
This paper is structured as follows: first, the generalized rate equations are introduced. To
provide more physical intuition, we derive the approximate bandwidth of nLEDs. Then, a
more rigorous bandwidth derivation, which encompasses both LEDs and lasers, is given.
Device design is optimized for bandwidth, showing that sub-wavelength cavities and subthreshold conditions are necessary to achieve very high bandwidths. Finally, we introduce a
potential design for a nano-plasmonic cavity, which illustrates the practical advantages and
disadvantages of the nLED.
2. Rate equations

In order to characterize the modulation frequency response of the nLED, the dynamic rate
equations are studied. In the most general case, both above- and below-threshold conditions
(i.e. cavity-enhanced LEDs and lasers) can be described by the standard laser rate equations,
with the addition of Purcell enhancement [11]:
N
N
N
dN
= J − GS − Fβ
− (1 − β )
−
τ sp 0
τ sp 0 τ nr
dt

(2)

1
N
dS 
= ΓG −  S + ΓFβ
,
dt 
τ p 
τ sp 0

(3)

where N and S are the carrier and photon densities, J is the pump current, G is the net StE
gain, τsp0 is the bulk spontaneous emission lifetime, τnr is the non-radiative lifetime, β is the
fraction of spontaneous emission that couples to the fundamental optical mode, and Γ is the
modal confinement factor.
3. Nano-cavity LED bandwidth

The nLED is designed to operate below threshold and its dynamics will be dominated by SpE.
Therefore, the StE contribution can be ignored, allowing us to model the nLED as a LED in a
cavity. Formally, this results in ignoring the StE terms in Eqs. (2) and (3), as well as the nonradiative term. We assume the cavity volume is smaller than Vn = 1 and the Q is sufficiently
high, thus F >> 1. Since the cavity volume is small, the free spectral range of the mode
spacing will allow only one mode to overlap with the gain bandwidth, thus β ≈ 1. This allows
us to ignore the term signifying SpE into other modes (3rd term, right-hand side of Eq. (2)).
The modulation frequency response can then be found by taking the small-signal
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approximation of Eqs. (2) and (3). The response will be dominated by two first-order poles
from the 1) enhanced spontaneous emission rate and 2) photon decay rate. The small-signal
frequency response H(ω) will be
H (ω ) ≡

1
∆S (ω ) Γ
=
,
∆J (ω ) τ p 


1 + jω 1 + jω 
 γ p  γ sp 




(4)

where H is defined as the change in photon density ∆S per change in current ∆J, γp is the
photon decay rate, γsp = Fβ/τsp0 is the enhanced modal SpE rate, and τsp = 1/γsp is the Purcellreduced modal SpE lifetime. To find the 3-dB bandwidth, we find the frequency at which
|H(ω)|2 is half the DC response. This yields a 3-dB bandwidth of
f 3dB, max ≈

1
2π

1

τ 2p

.

(5)

2
+ τ sp

where τp = 1/γp = Q/ω0 is the photon lifetime, ω0 is the optical cavity frequency, τsp0 is the
bulk SpE lifetime, and β is the fraction of SpE that couples to the main optical mode. The
bandwidths for a wide range of nLEDs with different Qs and volumes are shown in Fig. 2(a).
Note that the photon lifetime τp and Purcell-reduced spontaneous emission lifetime τsp are
proportional and inversely-proportional to Q, respectively. Hence, increasing cavity Q will
enhance the spontaneous emission rate (via the Purcell effect), but the photons will remain in
the cavity for a longer time. Hence Q must be optimized to achieve the highest bandwidth for
a given modal volume. The optimal Q can be found by solving d(f3dB,max)/dQ = 0. This optimal
Q occurs when the photon and SpE lifetimes are equal:
Qopt =

π 2τ sp 0ω0Vn
6

,

(6)

where β ≈ 1 for Vn < 1. By replacing τp and τsp in Eq. (5) to show their explicit Q-dependence
and inserting Eq. (6), we see that the optimal bandwidth is proportional to Vn-1/2:
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Fig. 2. (a) Contour plot of optimal 3-dB bandwidth for various nLED cavities with different
modal volumes and quality factors. Bandwidth enhancement is found for small modal volumes,
where there is a high Purcell enhancement. The dotted line (Qopt) separates devices dominated
by strong (above dotted line) and weak (below dotted line) coupling regimes. The strongcoupling regime is shaded, as it demonstrates richer dynamics and cannot be simply described
by bandwidth. (b) Optimum 3-dB bandwidth and Q versus cavity volume.
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f 3dB, opt ≈

3ω0

1
2π

2

π τ sp 0Vn

.

(7)

Both Qopt and f3dB,opt are plotted in Fig. 2(b). This optimal bandwidth can be shown to be
similar to the result when derived from an alternate approach [12]. The optimal Q is shown as
the dotted line in Fig. 2(a), and is the contour where the cavity bandwidth equals the Purcellenhanced SpE rate. This can also be interpreted as the border between regimes of strong and
weak coupling [13]. The strong coupling regime (Q > Qopt, dashed contours) will exhibit Rabi
oscillations that decay at the photon lifetime, and may be of interest for quantum information
processing. The weak coupling regime (Q < Qopt, solid contours), due to lower cavity Q,
allows for faster emission of photons and is attractive for high-speed optical communications.
Hence, high-speed nLEDs must foremost be designed with small modal volumes to achieve
enhanced SpE rates. Then, an appropriate Q must be chosen to allow the photons to decay
from the cavity. Since the nLED is not required to lase, small Q’s are acceptable, thus
allowing very high cavity bandwidths.
4. Generalized 3-dB bandwidth

As shown in Fig. 2, cavity volume and Q are important parameters in the optimization of a
light source for bandwidth. In addition to sub-threshold conditions, however, a thorough
analysis must also consider above-threshold conditions (i.e. lasers). The rate equations shown
in Eqs. (2) and (3) encompass the dynamics of both lasers and LEDs. In this section, we
derive the 3-dB bandwidth from these rate equations, which will be general to Purcell- and
non-Purcell-enhanced devices, biased above and below threshold. A small-signal linearization
of the full dynamic equations in Eqs. (2) and (3) is performed [1, 14], yielding a modulation
frequency response of
H (ω ) =

(

Γ aS0 + γ sp

ω R2

)

2

− ω + jγω

.

(8)

This is a classical damped oscillator, whose resonance frequency, ωR is
ω R2 =

1

τp

(aS0 + γ sp ) + τ Γ

∆N


N 
 a p S0 + γ sp 0 

S0 


(9)

and damping, γ, equals


γ = aS0 1 +


Γa p 
 + γ sp + γ p − ΓG ,
a 

(10)

where a is the differential gain (≡ ∂G/∂N), ap is the differential gain compression (≡ ∂G/∂S),
and the subscript “0” denotes steady-state values. The 3-dB bandwidth (f3dB) can be
analytically calculated from the resonance frequency and damping [1, 14]:
f 3dB =

1
ωR2 − 12 γ 2 +
2π

(ωR2 − 12 γ 2 )2 + ωR4 .

(11)

For the nLED-dominant approximation (SpE > StE), the resonance frequency and damping
reduce to ωR2 ≈ γspγp and γ ≈ γsp + γp, and the bandwidth reduces to Eq. (5).
The gain model used in these calculations was assumed to be a logarithmic fit to a
quantum well active layer:

 N + Ns 
,
G = g 0 ln

 Ntr + N s 

(12)
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where g0 is the gain coefficient, Ns is the linearity parameter [14], and Ntr is the transparency
carrier density. However, the theory is general to any gain medium: quantum dot, quantum
dash, quantum well, or bulk. The differential gains are defined as

a≡

εG
∂G
g0
∂G
1
=
=
and a p ≡ −
.
∂N 1 + εS N + N s
∂S 1 + εS

(13, 14)

The gain compression term εS results from ultra-fast intraband effects. Although gain
compression has significant effect on the modulation response, it is less significant in the
steady-state solutions, and is neglected when solving for the steady-state values of gain (i.e.
εS0 = 0, but ap ≠ 0). The previous literature [11, 15] failed to include gain compression in their
rate equation analysis. This led to conclusions that showed above-threshold lasers eventually
reached modulation bandwidths equal to the cavity bandwidth, ∆ω = Q/ω0, which greatly
overestimates the bandwidth. β can be approximated as the ratio of the optical mode
bandwidth to the total spontaneous emission bandwidth [16]: β = 1/(1 + π·∆λ·Vn/λ0), where ∆λ
is the bandwidth of SpE in the gain medium. The parameters used in this paper are: g0 = 1.1
s−1, Ns = 0.11×1018 cm−3, Ntr = 1.2×1018 cm−3, Г = 0.1, λ0 = 1550 nm, ε = 1.5×10−17 cm3, τsp0 =
1 ns, τnr = 1 ns, n = 3.5, and ∆λ = 80 nm.
5. Generalized analysis and device optimization

In this section, we show that the bandwidth of a lasing nanocavity is essentially the same as
conventional lasers, regardless of Purcell enhancement. Furthermore, we postulate that nLEDs
with Purcell-enhanced spontaneous emission can potentially achieve much higher bandwidths
than lasers. This is shown by numerically computing the 3-dB bandwidth of the generalized
light emitting device, taking in account StE and SpE. The analytic results in Section 4 are
evaluated for a representative Purcell-enhanced nanocavity with Vn = 0.2 and Q = 400 at a
modal wavelength of 1.55 µm. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the direct modulation frequency response
as the pump bias is increased from below threshold to above threshold. One should first note
that, unlike conventional lasers, the modulation response at any bias is highly damped, with
no observable resonance peak. More importantly, however, Fig. 3(a) shows that as the laser
pump bias is increased, the 3-dB modulation bandwidth decreases. This trend is opposite that
of a classical laser whose highest bandwidth bias is well-above threshold. In fact, the highest
bandwidth in this example (190 GHz) occurs at a bias level below threshold, where SpE
dominates.
This non-intuitive result is explained by comparing the StE and SpE rates. A lightemitting device can be considered lasing when the output light is predominantly coherent. In
other words, the StE rate must be much larger than the SpE rate in the cavity. This occurs as
the pump rises well above the transition point J1 (defined as the pump current where StE and
SpE rates are equal, shown in Fig. 3(b)). This condition is valid even in nanocavity lasers,
where the SpE rate can be large, and can be used to define laser threshold [15]. Well above
threshold, the modulation response is dominated by the StE dynamics. Although the
resonance frequency at this point is enhanced by StE (Fig. 3(c)), the damping factor increases
at a faster rate (Fig. 3(d)), causing the bandwidth to decrease (Fig. 3(e)). As bias is further
increased, the bandwidth approaches the well-known classical result, which is primarily
reduced by the gain compression of StE in the laser [1]. This typically limits the bandwidth of
all lasers to several factors below the cavity bandwidth (f0/Q), typically less than 50 GHz.
However, when the LED is biased below lasing, where SpE is dominant, the cavity dynamics
are determined only by the SpE rate and cavity bandwidth. In this case, the bandwidth can
well exceed 100 GHz (Fig. 3(e)). In a LED, gain compression is not a dominant effect, since
SpE is not, to first-order, a function of the photon density. Thus, in order to maximize
bandwidth, a sub-threshold device is desired.
To optimize 3-dB bandwidth, a mapping of the maximum bandwidth for different cavity
designs, including LEDs and lasers, is plotted in Fig. 3(f). Devices with different cavity
volumes and Qs are simulated. For each device, the bias is swept through both below- and
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above-threshold pump current levels, and the largest bandwidth value is plotted. The devices
categorized as classical lasers lie in the upper right of the dashed boundary (labeled
“Conventional Lasers”), where Vn > 10 and the Purcell factor is weak (and Q is sufficiently
high to achieve lasing). These devices are characterized as having an optimal bandwidth when
biased above threshold, where StE dominates. However, this lasing bandwidth is limited to, at
most, ~ 50 GHz. The remaining parameter space, labeled “LED”, designate devices whose
maximum bandwidth occurs at sub-threshold pump levels, where SpE dominates. Within this
regime, the Purcell-dominant devices are those with Vn < 1. Here, StE can be neglected and
the dynamics are governed mainly by the SpE rate and photon lifetime, and the bandwidth can
be approximated by Eq. (5). Although this basic theory projects bandwidths in excess of 1
THz, other carrier dynamics, such as intracavity scattering lifetimes [17, 18] (~ 100 fs) or
electron transit times, will ultimately limit the speed of modulation.
Currently, much research has been focused on the attempt to create a nano-plasmonic
cavity laser [7, 19-21]. Although the modulation response enhancement of Purcell-enhanced
LEDs has not previously been explored, it is important to acknowledge that several groups
have studied the enhancement of laser dynamics via the Purcell effect, proposing nanocavity
lasers with bandwidths over 100 GHz [11, 15, 22, 23]. However, the theoretical works failed
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Fig. 3. (a) Normalized frequency response as a function of different pump currents for a
Purcell-enhanced nanocavity light emitter with Q = 400 and Vn = 0.2. The largest 3-dB
bandwidth (red circle) occurs below threshold and is f3dB,max ≈ 200 GHz. When biased above
threshold, the bandwidth decreases to 6 GHz. (b) Spontaneous emission (SpE) and stimulated
emission (StE) rates versus pump current (normalized to J1). For currents below the dotted
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found below or above J1, labeled “LED” and “Conventional Lasers”, respectively. The strongcoupling regime is similarly labeled with a dotted line as in Fig. 2. The “x” marks the example
device in panel (a) through (e).
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to include gain compression, thus overestimating the maximum lasing bandwidth as equal to
the cavity bandwidth. The experimental work attempts to demonstrate this enhancement by
presenting optical pump-probe pulses from 2-D photonic crystal lasers [23], but their results
suffer from a few shortcomings. Optical pump-probe using short pump pulses has been
known to generate short optical pulses through gain switching, and the pulse width cannot be
used as a direct measure of laser bandwidth. Optical pulses comparable to or shorter than
those reported in [23] have been reported in optically gain-switched conventional
semiconductor lasers whose bandwidths are well below 50 GHz [24, 25]. Additionally, the
calculated SpE rate from their experiments (τsp = τsp0/F ≥ 8.4 ps) signify any contribution of
the Purcell-enhanced SpE to the pulse width must be eclipsed by StE, indicating that these are
essentially conventional lasers. Finally, the record bandwidth was calculated using the inverse
cavity lifetime 1/τp, which ignores both a factor of 2π reduction and gain compression effects
that practically limit the laser bandwidth to well-below the cavity bandwidth [1].
6. Nano-LED design

In order to achieve sufficiently high SpE enhancement, sub-wavelength cavity volumes must
be utilized. Currently, the most promising technology for achieving such cavities is by
utilizing surface plasmon modes [7-10]. One possible nLED cavity design is presented to
illustrate the advantages of designing ultra-small sub-wavelength cavities. Shown in Fig. 4a,
The device geometry resembles that of a Fin-FET (field-effect transistor) [26], which may
reduce processing and growth complexity [19]. A P-I-N junction is covered by a 2 nm thick
passivation layer. The P and N metal contacts are removed for clarity. A silver layer is
deposited on top of the passivation layer, over the intrinsic region, which also contains the
active gain material. The plasmonic cavity, therefore, extends only the length (L) of the silver
layer. In order to increase radiation resistance for efficient out-coupling, the metal stripe can
be extended along the substrate (perpendicular to L) without greatly affecting the cavity
mode. The surrounding metal simultaneously achieves sub-wavelength confinement, a
straightforward method for electrical injection, and facilitated thermal conduction for
enhanced heat dissipation. The coupling of the metal to the optical mode naturally reduces the
cavity-Q in the form of Ohmic losses, making the device unsuitable for laser operation.
However, from Fig. 3(f), a cavity volume of Vn = 0.01 only needs Q > 10 in order to achieve
bandwidths above 100 GHz. Quantum efficiency (see Appendix) may be kept high by
engineering a high output radiation rate. The high radiation rate and Ohmic losses can be
afforded since the nLED need not reach threshold to operate. Two different sub-wavelength
cavity dimensions are simulated in Fig. 4. The device in Fig. 4(b), with dimensions W×H×L =
20×40×140 nm3, shows a simulated cavity mode with a resonance at 1500 nm, Vn = 0.0015, Q
= 10, and a quantum efficiency of η = 40% (where we assumed 100% conversion of carriers
to photons). An additional design with dimensions W×H×L = 20×20×50 nm3 is shown in Fig.
4(c). The cavity resonance is 1600 nm, Vn = 0.007, Q = 11, and a quantum efficiency of η =
55%. The calculated 3-dB bandwidths, based on the cavity volume and Q, of these two
structures are 660 GHz and 160 GHz, respectively. It is important to note that these
bandwidth calculations assume that the perfect alignment of the dipole emitter to the optical
mode’s polarization, maximum field intensity, and center frequency [13]. Practical
engineering of the cavity and gain medium may potentially reduce this overlap, and careful
optimization is important. It is also important to reiterate that this design is not unique; these
results are general and may be applied to any nLED cavity design.
The small cavity volume and large optical mode-metal overlap of nano-plasmonic
cavities will result in low cavity Q. For example, a bulk Q of 10-20 can be expected for gold
or silver in the near-infrared [27]. The plasmonic nanocavity can expect to have similar nonradiative Qs. These low Q values are sufficient for the nLED, since the radiative rate can be
engineered to be comparable to the non-radiative photon decay rate, yielding quantum
efficiencies similar to lasers. Indeed, a short photon lifetime is preferred, as it will increase
the cavity bandwidth, as shown by Eq. (5). The small cavity volumes are offset by a short
photon lifetime and high quantum efficiencies, so output powers > 100 µW range can be
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obtained, which is sufficient for many applications, such as optical interconnects. The small
volumes of the nLED provide an inherent benefit of greatly reduced current and power
consumption. Additionally, the nLED bandwidth is enhanced over a wide range of subthreshold bias levels, as shown in Fig. 3(e). This has a two-fold benefit. First, current levels
will be greatly reduced from lasers (including “thresholdless” lasers), which must waste
additional power for StE to overcome SpE. Furthermore, since the bandwidth is enhanced
over a wide range of pump levels (unlike a laser, which must be pumped hard to reach large
bandwidths), large extinction ratios can be maintained at ultra-high speeds. This is attractive
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of proposed nLED structure. P and N are the ends of a P-I-N diode,
where the intrinsic region is covered by the passivation layer and silver. Front and side crosssections of the electric field magnitude profile for (b) Vn = 0.007 and (c) Vn = 0.0015.
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for large-signal digital modulation applications. In addition, because of the small optical
cavity, the SpE can be designed to couple to a single mode, making the linewidth distinctly
different from (and potentially much smaller than) traditional LEDs. The single-mode
linewidth will be primarily limited by the photon lifetime. However, since nLEDs are
inherently based on spontaneous emission, the linewidth will also be enhanced by phase noise
of the SpE.
7. Conclusion

The rate equations are analyzed to derive the bandwidth of nLEDs. Purcell-enhanced nLEDs
are shown to potentially achieve modulation bandwidths much higher than conventional
lasers. The bandwidth, shown in Eq. (5), is the inverse of the root-sum-square of the photon
and Purcell-reduced spontaneous emission lifetimes. The optimal bandwidth is inversely
proportional to the square root of the cavity modal volume. When Purcell-enhanced devices
are biased above threshold, the bandwidth is shown to reduce due to gain compression,
approaching that of conventional, non-Purcell-enhanced lasers. Hence, Purcell-enhanced
bandwidths are optimally realized for sub-threshold devices. Sub-wavelength cavities are
shown to be necessary to achieve extremely high bandwidths, achievable by utilizing
plasmonics. Careful design of the cavity and emitter mode overlap is important to optimize
the Purcell effect. At present, many considerations must be addressed for the realization of
these devices. Nevertheless, nLEDs will be attractive for applications where coherence
requirements are relaxed, such as intrachip or short-distance optical interconnects.
Appendix 1. Mode simulation

Mode profile, effective volume, cavity Q, and quantum efficiency were calculated using a
commercial finite-element method solver, COMSOL. Each structure was solved in 3
dimensions, and the effective volume was integrated from the field density [28]. Cavity Q
was calculated as Qtot = f/∆f by using a monochromatic quasi-plane wave excitation source
and then finding the enhancement of energy versus wavelength inside the cavity. A perfectly
matched layer (PML) was placed around the entire simulation to prevent unphysical
reflections [29]. The dielectric constant of silver was obtained from experimental data [30].
Each tetrahedral mesh element had a maximum size of 4 nm inside the metal and dielectric
cavity region. Quantum efficiency was defined as
η=

1 τ rad
,
1 τ rad + 1 τ loss

(15)

where the loss rate 1/τloss (from the metal) was calculated through Poynting's theorem, and the
radiation rate 1/τrad was found by the relation
1
1
1 .
=
+
Qtot Qrad Qloss

(16)
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